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Abstract. While many studies have tried to quantify the sign
and the magnitude of the warm marine cloud response to
aerosol loading, both remain uncertain, owing to the mul-
titude of factors that modulate microphysical and thermo-
dynamic processes within the cloud. Constraining aerosol–
cloud interactions using the local meteorology and cloud liq-
uid water may offer a way to account for covarying influ-
ences, potentially increasing our confidence in observational
estimates of warm cloud indirect effects. A total of 4 years
of collocated satellite observations from the NASA A-Train
constellation, combined with reanalysis from MERRA-2, are
used to partition marine warm clouds into regimes based on
stability, the free atmospheric relative humidity, and liquid
water path. Organizing the sizable number of satellite ob-
servations into regimes is shown to minimize the covariance
between the environment or liquid water path and the in-
direct effect. Controlling for local meteorology and cloud
state mitigates artificial signals and reveals substantial vari-
ance in both the sign and magnitude of the cloud radiative
response, including regions where clouds become systemati-
cally darker with increased aerosol concentration in dry, un-
stable environments. A darkening effect is evident even un-
der the most stringent of constraints. These results suggest
it is not meaningful to report a single global sensitivity of
cloud radiative effect to aerosol. To the contrary, we find the
sensitivity can range from −0.46 to 0.11 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1 re-
gionally.

1 Introduction

Warm clouds play an important role in Earth’s radiative bal-
ance. Cooling the atmosphere and covering, on average, 25 %
of the Earth’s surface and reflecting incoming shortwave ra-
diation, any changes to their radiative properties should be
well quantified and understood (Hahn and Warren, 2007).
These clouds are most prevalent off the western coasts of
North America, South America, and Africa as marine stra-
tocumulus, near the tropics as trade cumulus, and in the
storm track regions as stratus (Ackerman et al., 2018). Per-
turbations in aerosol, whether from natural sources like sea
spray or anthropogenic activities like biomass burning, lead
to cloud–aerosol interactions that alter cloud radiative prop-
erties through two main effects, the albedo and the cloud life-
time effects. First termed by Twomey (1977), the albedo ef-
fect, or the first indirect effect as it is also known, suggests
that clouds will become brighter as a result of aerosol load-
ing. For a fixed liquid water path, increased aerosol within
a cloud increases the number of cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN), forcing the mean drop size to decrease, resulting in a
brighter, more reflective cloud. The second indirect effect, or
the cloud lifetime effect, proposed by Albrecht (1989) builds
on this idea, noting that a decrease in mean drop size due to
aerosol–cloud interactions may also delay the onset of colli-
sion coalescence, suppressing precipitation and, in turn, al-
low the cloud to survive longer, grow larger, and ultimately
reflect more shortwave radiation. Early estimates of the in-
direct effect, estimated including the cloud lifetime effect,
may increase it by 1.25× (Forster et al., 2001). Work since
then has concentrated on decreasing the range of uncertainty
rather than separating the effects in observation-based stud-
ies, as without explicit constraints in place on the cloud wa-
ter, the two effects are intrinsically related through the liq-
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uid water content of the cloud (Mülmenstädt and Feingold,
2018).

However, observing the indirect effect is not as straightfor-
ward as looking out your window and trying to spot brighter
clouds. The magnitude and sign of the indirect effect is ex-
tremely sensitive to the method used to quantify it. As a re-
sult, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
has low confidence in the current estimate of the global
aerosol indirect effect (AIE) (Boucher et al., 2013). An accu-
rate assessment of the total indirect effect will reduce errors
in climate sensitivity and further our understanding of the
role of clouds in future climates (Bony and Dufresne, 2005).

Historically, methods of estimating the AIE employ a sin-
gle linear regression of either the cloud’s radiative effect
or droplet radius against a proxy for aerosol concentration
(Platnick and Twomey, 1994; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005;
Christensen et al., 2016). This method ignores all possible
covariances between the cloud, aerosol, and any processes
that may effect both and assumes one linear regression cap-
tures all effects, disregarding the role played by the local en-
vironment as a strong modulator of warm cloud properties
and responses (Stevens and Feingold, 2009). Constraining
the local meteorology, or the characteristics of the environ-
ment around the cloud, as well as cloud type can significantly
alter the magnitude of the AIE compared to single, uncon-
strained global linear regression (Gryspeerdt et al., 2014).
Regional analyses, such as treating the marine stratocumulus
cloud decks off the west coasts as a homogeneous sample, in-
stead capture assorted responses and magnitudes as they fail
to extricate covariance with local meteorology (Bender et al.,
2016). Observationally based estimates simply cannot “turn
off” the effects of entrainment or other environmental effects
like a model; therefore, observation-based approaches must
prescribe a way to diminish the effect of these influences on
cloud radiative effects, even at a regional scale.

Modeling provides one pathway for estimating the global
AIE that explicitly accounts for local meteorological con-
ditions; however, low clouds are one of the largest sources
of error in current global climate models (GCMs) (Williams
and Webb, 2009). In particular, GCMs tend to overestimate
liquid water path (LWP) in low clouds, which leads to an
overestimation of the albedo (Nam et al., 2012). The artifi-
cially elevated LWP impacts the sensitivity to aerosol by as-
sessing it under unrealistic conditions. Further, entrainment
and precipitation are artificially dampened as a result of in-
correct cloud parameterizations in GCMs (Tsushima et al.,
2016; Lee et al., 2009). Many cloud–aerosol processes are
explicitly resolved in large eddy simulation (LES) models,
but these are limited to small scales. LES can prescribe exact
environments, but again these are limited to idealized mete-
orologies, only realistic for small regions on Earth. The mi-
crophysical processes of aerosol activation, nucleation, and
eventual raindrop formation can only be parameterized in
current GCMs and will remain so for the foreseeable fu-
ture. The resolution is too coarse to emulate all scales of

aerosol–cloud interactions, hence the dependence on param-
eterizations and large uncertainty in model-derived estimates
(Wood et al., 2016). A solution to this problem is a combina-
tion of global climate modeling guided by observation-based
analysis and coordinated LES modeling for understanding
and quantifying the AIE (Stephens, 2005).

Observation-based methods must avoid the pitfalls of his-
torical evaluations and define a clear methodology to limit
covariance with local environmental conditions or buffering
by the cloud. Buffering is when the cloud state and/or envi-
ronment work to reduce the impact of aerosols on the cloud
(Stevens and Feingold, 2009). Cloud characteristics, such as
LWP, and the local meteorology, like stability, can compound
uncertainty in evaluating the AIE because they influence both
radiative properties and susceptibility to aerosol (Lee et al.,
2009; Feingold and Kreidenweis, 2002). The AIE is specifi-
cally defined as the cloud response to aerosol and the result-
ing effects on the radiative properties. Any quantification of
the AIE must avoid including the effects of the local environ-
ment on the cloud radiative properties. When the local mete-
orology was accounted for, Gryspeerdt et al. (2016) found the
sensitivity of cloud fraction to aerosol loading was reduced
by 80 %. Quantifying the AIE therefore requires separating
and constraining all processes that moderate cloud radiative
properties from those specifically due to aerosol–cloud radi-
ation interactions (Stevens and Feingold, 2009). Organizing
clouds into constrained, bounded spaces based on the exter-
nal and internal covarying conditions can improve aerosol–
cloud–radiation impact estimates (Ghan et al., 2016).

This study examines the sensitivity of the shortwave ra-
diative forcing of warm clouds to aerosol by employing a
methodology that attempts to adequately constrain exter-
nal influences while maintaining sufficiently robust statistics.
Our methodology takes advantage of the vast sampling pro-
vided by satellites to systematically hold environmental con-
ditions and cloud state approximately constant. We quantify
the warm cloud sensitivity to aerosol for clouds of similar
properties within similar environments. While most satellite
studies of aerosol–cloud interactions are by necessity cor-
relative, the more covarying factors that are controlled (at
the individual cloud level), the more closely we can approxi-
mate a causal relationship. Although we cannot confirm cau-
sation due to the temporal resolution of the observations,
some studies have begun utilizing the high temporal reso-
lution of geostationary satellites to augment A-Train obser-
vations and fix this ongoing problem (Sauter and L’Ecuyer,
2017). In our study, a set of environmental conditions and
cloud state parameters is referred to as a regime. This idea of
stratifying observations into regimes has been successfully
implemented before to analyze cloud processes (Williams
and Webb, 2009; Chen et al., 2014; Gryspeerdt and Stier,
2012; Oreopoulos et al., 2016).

The environmental and cloud state regimes adapted here
are designed to homogenize the clouds and processes oc-
curring, reducing covariance, the cloud radiative response to
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aerosol, and other influences. Observationally based, regime-
dependent cloud processes have been discerned most often
over large regional scales; however, divergent signals can be
lost depending on the size of the region analyzed (Grandey
and Stier, 2010). Even on small, local scales, variance in
meteorology alters the strength of the observed effects (Liu
et al., 2016). A study using satellite observations with regime
constraints, for example, found a definite relationship be-
tween warm cloud AIE variation and atmospheric stability
on a global scale (Chen et al., 2014).

One important meteorological influence is the stability of
the boundary layer. LESs of warm clouds have further shown
that environmental instability can alter the effects of aerosol
loading on warm clouds (Lee et al., 2012). The need to in-
corporate stability into AIE estimates has also been noted in
prior observational studies (Sorooshian et al., 2009; L’Ecuyer
et al., 2009; Su et al., 2010). Warm clouds in stable environ-
ments may show an increasing LWP with respect to aerosol
loading, while unstable environments may exhibit a decrease
in LWP (Chen et al., 2014). Su et al. (2010) found that the
stability and rate of subsidence work to modulate aerosol–
cloud–radiation interactions in warm clouds.

The effects of large-scale subsidence and entrainment can
be captured by the relative humidity (RH700) in the free at-
mosphere, known to exert a powerful influence on warm
cloud characteristics (Wood and Bretherton, 2004). Entrain-
ment of free atmospheric air furthers the decoupling process
by increasing the temperature and humidity gradients at the
cloud top (Lewellen and Lewellen, 2002). Including RH700
in aerosol sensitivity studies accounts for some decoupling
influence. Models affirm the effects of entrainment on the
cloud layer depend in part on RH700, as LES have shown
RH differences moderate cloud feedbacks in low warm cloud
simulations (Van der Dussen et al., 2015). De Roode et al.
(2014) showed that RH700 plays a significant role in modu-
lating the liquid water path, which could then modulate the
strength of any aerosol–cloud interactions. This modulation
is likely due to the entrainment of dry air from the free atmo-
sphere, which alters the distribution of liquid water within a
cloud (Ackerman et al., 2004; Bretherton et al., 2007).

In his original work, Twomey postulated that cloud albedo
ought to increase with aerosol provided LWP is held fixed;
after all, albedo is dependent on the optical depth and ef-
fective radius. The LWP has been shown to clearly control
the second AIE via its influence on precipitation suppression
(L’Ecuyer et al., 2009; Sorooshian et al., 2009). Field cam-
paign observations have noted this relationship as well. For
example, the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Mobile
Facility Azores campaign found the cloud radiative response
depended largely on the LWP (Liu et al., 2016). LWP is in-
trinsically tied to the magnitude of the AIE. Failing to dis-
tinguish clouds by LWP will lead to large covariance and/or
buffering in the system by the LWP.

For these reasons, we adopt the boundary layer stabil-
ity and relative humidity of the free atmosphere in con-

junction with LWP to segment observations into regimes
at the individual satellite pixel scale. To illustrate the im-
pact of these specific buffering factors, we sequentially in-
crease constraints on the regression of the warm cloud ra-
diative effect against aerosol, which we refer to as the sensi-
tivity or λ. First, the sensitivity is constrained by only LWP
to demonstrate the importance of accounting for cloud state
alone when estimating aerosol response. Next, environmen-
tal regimes of stability and relative humidity are used seg-
ment warm clouds and, within each regime, the sensitivity
of the cloud radiative effect to aerosol is assessed. These en-
vironmentally regimented observations are then further sep-
arated into LWP regimes to control for cloud state and en-
vironment simultaneously. Finally, the warm cloud sensitiv-
ity with all regime constraints is derived on a regional ba-
sis to account for local influences not captured by the global
regime partitions.

2 Methods

2.1 Data

The effect of aerosol on marine warm cloud shortwave radia-
tive properties is diagnosed from observations collected by
the NASA A-Train constellation from 2007 to 2010. The A-
Train is a series of synchronized satellites that allow for col-
located observations from a variety of instruments (L’Ecuyer
and Jiang, 2011). Environmental information is provided
by collocated reanalysis data from the Modern-Era Retro-
spective analysis for Research and Applications Version 2
(MERRA-2). Collocated observations from multiple instru-
ments, combined with high-resolution reanalysis at the pixel
scale, allows an extensive view of the roles the environment
and cloud state play in modulating the warm cloud sensitivity
to aerosol concentration.

2.2 Cloud

The Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) on CloudSat and
the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
(CALIPSO) are used to restrict analysis to single-layer, ma-
rine warm clouds between 60◦ N and 60◦ S. All data is inter-
polated down to CloudSat’s ∼ 1 km footprint. The CloudSat
2B-CLDCLASS-Lidar product that classifies cloudy pixels
based on their vertical structure from merged radar and li-
dar observations is leveraged to filter out ice-phase and mul-
tilayered cloud systems (Sassen et al., 2008; Austin et al.,
2009). All observations are restricted to below the freezing
level of CloudSat, which is determined using an ECWMF-
AUX collocated reanalysis dataset and set where ECWMF
determines the 0◦ isotherm. The Advanced Microwave Scan-
ning Radiometer – Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) liq-
uid water path (LWP) aboard the Aqua satellite is then used
to limit observations to scenes where the LWP is above 0.02
and below 0.4 kg m−2 (Wentz and Meissner, 2007). Very thin
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clouds below 0.02 kg m−2 are likely thin veil clouds with low
albedos that are not the focus of this analysis (Wood et al.,
2018). An along-satellite-track cloud fraction is determined
by finding the average number of warm cloud pixels that sat-
isfy these criteria (seen by CloudSat or CALIPSO, below the
CloudSat determined freezing level, and LWP between 0.02
and 0.4 kg m−2) over each 12 km segment of the CloudSat
track on a pixel by pixel basis, a scale that represents both
the local-scale length of the boundary layer and field-of-view
used to define cloud radiative effects from Clouds and the
Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) (Oke, 2002). Ma-
rine warm clouds fitting these parameters reside within the
boundary layer. Even with these initial constraints on LWP
and height, there were 1.8 million satellite observations fit-
ting these parameters within the time period.

The warm cloud shortwave radiative effect is found by
combining this along-track warm cloud fraction with top of
atmosphere (TOA) radiative fluxes from CERES. CERES
has a total (0.4–200 µm) and shortwave channel (0.4–4.5 µm)
that allow outgoing shortwave and longwave fluxes at the top
of the atmosphere to be estimated using appropriate bidirec-
tional reflectance models. All-sky radiances from CERES are
not restricted to any type of scene and include the raw radi-
ances observed by CERES. The shortwave warm cloud ra-
diative effect (CRE) is then defined in terms of the all sky
and inferred clear sky forcings from CERES and warm cloud
fraction from CloudSat. The clear sky flux (F↑ClearSky) is a re-
gional, monthly mean estimate of cloud free outgoing short-
wave radiation. Writing the all-sky net shortwave (SW) radi-
ation at the top of the atmosphere as follows:

(F
↓

SW−F
↑

SW)AllSky = (F
↓

SW−F
↑

SW)ClearSky× (1−CF)

+ (F↓SW−F
↑

SW)Cloudy×CF, (1)

it is easy to show that for shortwave radiances

F
↑

AllSky−F
↑

ClearSky× (1−CF)= CRE, (2)

where the warm CRESW = CF×F↑Cloudy.
The instantaneous CRE for each warm cloud observation

is used in conjunction with aerosol information and corre-
sponding instantaneous cloud state and meteorological state
constraints to derive the sensitivity of the cloud radiative ef-
fect to aerosol loading.

2.3 Aerosol

Aerosol index (AI) is used to characterize the concentra-
tion of aerosol in the atmosphere. AI is the product of
the Angstrom exponent (found using aerosol optical depth,
AOD, at 550 and 870 nm) and AOD at 550 nm, both of
which are derived from the Moderate-Resolution Imag-
ing Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aboard the Aqua satel-
lite. The Angstrom exponent, a measure of the turbidity

of the atmosphere, is derived from multiple estimates of
AOD (Ångström, 1929; Remer et al., 2005). The MODIS
Angstrom exponent provides information about the size of
the observed aerosol as well as concentration (Levy et al.,
2010). MODIS AI is derived from the auxiliary dataset
(MOD06-1km-AUX) developed from the overlap of the
CloudSat CPR footprint and the MODIS cloud mask at pixel
level. Although AI is not a direct measurement of CCN in
the air, it has a higher correlation with CCN compared to
the AOD and is therefore more suitable for aerosol–cloud
interaction studies (Stier, 2016; Dagan et al., 2017). While
AOD and the Angstrom exponent from MODIS are not avail-
able in cloud scenes, the collocated dataset interpolates these
between clear sky scenes in order to infer a cloudy AI.
For lower cloud fraction scenes, this interpolation is more
accurate; however, it is possible that in higher cloud frac-
tion scenes, the accuracy of AI is reduced. This is a source
of uncertainty within our results. AI can be affected by
aerosol swelling in the most humid environments. All results
have some amount of uncertainty due to this effect (Loeb
and Schuster, 2008). This is minimized in the driest RH700
regimes; however, the most humid RH700 regimes may be
affected by aerosol swelling. The effect will be largest in the
cloudiest regions, such as the marine stratocumulus decks in
the South Atlantic, Southeast Pacific, and off the Californian
coast, because aerosol measurements near clouds (15 km)
are subjected to the largest amount of swelling (Christensen
et al., 2017). It has been suggested using AI underestimates
the strength of the indirect effect; our estimates of sensitivity
of the warm cloud radiative effect to aerosol could be thought
of a lower bound on the warm cloud indirect effect sensitivity
(Penner et al., 2011). Another source of uncertainty is that the
aerosol may not be located at the same height as the warm,
boundary layer clouds we are evaluating. Aerosol should ide-
ally be located near the cloud base in order to be fully acti-
vated and initiate the indirect effect (Chen et al., 2018).

2.4 Regimes

2.4.1 Environmental regimes

MERRA-2 reanalyses collocated with each CloudSat foot-
print are used to define local thermodynamic conditions
that distinguish environmental regimes. The environmental
regimes employed here provide a crude representation of the
local meteorology acting to inhibit or invigorate the cloud
response. While these states, defined from percentile bins of
the estimated inversion strength (EIS) and relative humidity
at 700 mb (RH700), do not capture the complete range of en-
vironmental factors that influence warm cloud development,
they have been shown to provide fairly robust bulk classi-
fication for sorting satellite observations into meteorological
regimes (Sorooshian et al., 2009; L’Ecuyer et al., 2009; Chen
et al., 2014). Here, EIS is calculated using MERRA-2 tem-
perature and relative humidity profiles and indicates the sta-
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bility of the boundary layer. EIS incorporates effects of water
vapor on the lower tropospheric static stability and is better
correlated for all cloud types with cloud fraction.

According to Wood and Bretherton (2006)

EIS= LTS−0850
m (z700−LCL), (3)

where 0850
m is the moist adiabatic potential temperature gra-

dient and LTS is the lower tropospheric stability.
The relative humidity at 700 mb is used as a measure of

the effect of entraining free tropospheric air (Karlsson et al.,
2010). As the height of the 700 mb isobar is included in the
equation for EIS, there is some covariability between EIS
and RH700. Some processes involved in altering the height
at 700 mb will also affect RH700 and vice versa; therefore,
there is some covariability between our two meteorological
variables. When referring to the effects of entrainment, it
means the effects of RH700. All observations within the 5 %–
95 % percentiles of both EIS and RH700 are partitioned into
regimes of percentile limits. The bin limits depend on the
number of bins implemented, which is varied in the results
to establish the degree to which the environment must be
constrained to accurately characterize sensitivity. For exam-
ple, with 100 environmental regimes, the observations will
be binned from 10 percentile limits of both EIS and RH700.
Within each row of RH700 of the environmental regimes there
are the same number of observations as within each col-
umn of EIS; however, within each individual environmental
regime of both EIS and RH700, the number of observations is
dependent on the distribution of both EIS and RH700.

2.4.2 Cloud states

Cloud states are defined by the LWP. Although there are other
definitions of cloud regimes and cloud states used in other
studies (e.g., Oreopoulos et al., 2017), throughout this study
cloud state or cloud morphology refers to the set of obser-
vations binned by liquid water path. Environmental stability
and entrainment directly affect the LWP so these parameters
are not independent. In what follows, however, we consider
the LWP separately from the local meteorology to separately
evaluate two aspects of the indirect effect formulation. Since
Twomey’s original hypothesis of the aerosol indirect effect
was based on holding LWP constant, we first examine the im-
pact of increasing stringent constraints on LWP. Constraining
LWP diminishes the effects of aerosol on cloud LWP itself,
allowing the sensitivity of the warm cloud CRE to aerosol
to be isolated (Gryspeerdt et al., 2019). More recently, nu-
merous others have extensively demonstrated that aerosol in-
direct effects can be buffered by other environmental con-
ditions. Since EIS and RH have been frequently adopted as
proxies for these buffering effects, we further examine the
impact of increasingly stringent constraints on these envi-
ronmental characteristics. Our separation of “cloud regimes”
and “meteorological regimes” is made only to contrast the
magnitudes of their effects and does not imply that LWP is

independent of EIS or RH. Ultimately it will be shown that
all three factors must be accounted together to adequately
constrain the warm cloud radiative sensitivity to aerosol.
LWP responds to the humidity of the free atmosphere and
the inversion strength (De Roode et al., 2014). It has been
shown that the free atmospheric relative humidity can in-
crease the sedimentation rate at the top of the cloud, alter-
ing the distribution of liquid throughout the cloud’s vertical
profile (Ackerman et al., 2004). The final results have con-
straints on LWP, EIS, and RH700 to account for relationships
between meteorology and LWP. For the sake of clarity, we
consider the LWP separately from RH700 and EIS; however,
we acknowledge that LWP is directly affected by the meteo-
rology of the boundary layer. LWP is intrinsic to the second
indirect effect, where aerosol acts to suppress precipitation
and enhance the cloud lifetime; however, quantifying exactly
how LWP responds to aerosol has remained up for debate.

AMSR-E liquid water path, derived from the 19, 23, and
37 GHz channels, is used to separate observations into cloud
state regimes (Wentz and Meissner, 2007). AMSR-E LWP is
most accurate for low, marine warm clouds (Greenwald et al.,
2007; de la Torre Juárez et al., 2009). A total of 99 % of ob-
servations fell below a LWP of 0.4 kg m−2 and analysis was
restricted to observations with LWP below this limit. Since
CRE is proportional to the optical depth of a cloud, which is
directly related to the LWP, the sensitivity has a strong co-
variance with LWP (Stephens, 1978; Lee et al., 2009; Wood,
2012). Holding LWP effectively constant is therefore essen-
tial to estimating the AIE (Lohmann and Lesins, 2002). The
number of LWP bins decreases from global to regional anal-
ysis due to sampling; on a global scale, seven LWP regimes
are used, while on a regional scale only four LWP regimes
are used. Limits are placed to separate out the signals of
low LWP clouds vs. high LWP clouds, as low clouds may
be affected by evaporation–entrainment feedbacks, while
high LWP clouds may be affected by precipitation (Jiang
et al., 2006; L’Ecuyer et al., 2009). While the environmen-
tal regimes are established on a percentile basis, cloud state
regimes are set by having an increased number of bins for the
lowest LWP clouds and a bin limit always set at 0.15 kg m−2

to delineate clouds that are extremely unlikely to precipitate
(< 0.15 kg m−2) and clouds that are more likely to precipi-
tate (> 0.15 kg m−2) (L’Ecuyer et al., 2009). When environ-
mental regimes are combined with cloud state constraints,
the environmental regime limits remain constant throughout
all cloud state regimes. The difference in the sensitivity of the
warm cloud radiative effect to aerosol in one environmental
regime vs. another environmental regime at a constant LWP
can therefore be more accurately attributed to aerosol.

2.5 Sensitivity

The warm cloud radiative sensitivity to aerosol, or λ, is de-
fined as the linear regression of the shortwave CRE against
ln(AI). While other studies have called similar metrics a sus-
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ceptibility, we use the term sensitivity. The natural log of AI
is used to better represent the effects of the smallest particles,
which are more likely to act as CCN within a cloud (Köhler,
1936). The sensitivity is evaluated within environmental and
cloud state regime frameworks on both global and regional
scales. The observations are binned by 15 percentile bins of
ln(AI). The AI bins are defined by the set of observations be-
ing regressed. The sensitivity is only calculated if there are
100 observations within the regime, to ensure an adequate
number of observations to regress against, and the linear re-
gression Pearson correlation coefficient is greater than .4, to
ensure the slope is a good fit within each regime. Throughout
the study, although environmental and cloud state impacts
are constrained through regimes, it cannot be stated with cer-
tainty that the observed changes in CRE are due to aerosol,
only correlated with aerosol.

The unconstrained sensitivity, or the sensitivity of the
warm cloud shortwave radiative effect to ln(AI), without lim-
its on region, LWP, stability, or RH700 is computed as fol-
lows:

λ0 =−
∂CRE
∂ln(AI)

. (4)

The partial derivative in this equation implies influencing
factors other than aerosols should be held fixed. Here this
is accomplished by evaluating the sensitivity with increasing
constraints on the partial differential through regimes.

To hold the cloud state fixed, the sensitivity is found for
seven distinct LWP regimes (k) and summed to yield a mean
sensitivity:

λLWP =

NLWP∑
k=1

(
−
∂CRE
∂ln(AI)

)
k
Wk, (5)

where Wk is fraction of observations in cloud state k:

Wk =
number in cloud state k

total number
. (6)

In our results, we evaluate the efficacy of increasing and
decreasing the number of cloud states.

Similarly, the sensitivity within environmental regimes,
defined by the estimated inversion strength and relative hu-
midity of the free atmosphere, can be computed, weighted,
and summed to account for meteorological covariability with
10 regimes of each EIS (i) and RH700 (j ), where Wi,j is the
weighting factor for each environmental regime:

λENV =

NRH∑
j=1

NEIS∑
i=1

(
−
∂CRE
∂ln(AI)

)
i,j
Wi,j , (7)

where Wi,j is the fraction of observations in environmental
regime i,j :

Wi,j =
number in environmental regime i,j

total number
. (8)

By extension, both cloud and environmental conditions
can be controlled via

λBOTH =

NLWP∑
k=1

NRH∑
j=1

NEIS∑
i=1

(
−
∂CRE
∂ln(AI)

)
i,j,k

Wi,j,k, (9)

where Wi,j,k is fraction of observations in both cloud state k
and environmental regime i,j :

Wi,j,k =
number in environmental regime i,j and cloud state k

total number
. (10)

Finally, it is recognized that these bulk constraints do not
fully capture all of the local factors that influence aerosol–
cloud interactions. AI alone does not fully constrain the ef-
fect of aerosol composition, which varies regionally. Thus, to
control for these unaccounted for local effects, the sensitivity
is further constrained by finding Eq. (9) on a 15◦ by 15◦ scale
with four cloud state regimes (k), five regimes of stability (i),
and five regimes of RH700 (j ) for each of the 152 regions (l).

λALL =

NReg∑
l=1

NLWP∑
k=1

NRH∑
j=1

NEIS∑
i=1

(
−
∂CRE
∂ln(AI)

)
i,j,k,l

wi,j,k,l, (11)

where Wi,j,k,l is fraction of observations in region l in both
cloud state k and environmental regime i,j .

3 Results

3.1 Unconstrained sensitivity

The global sensitivity of warm cloud SW forcing to
aerosol without any constraints described by Eq. (4) is
−12.81 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1 (Fig. 1). This seems to capture the
warm cloud AIE; after all, the shortwave CRE increases with
aerosol loading as expected. However, this unconstrained es-
timate ignores the roles of buffering and covariance. The in-
dicated variation in SW CRE within each ln(AI) bin alludes
to variation in the overall effect not captured by a single lin-
ear regression. Although the R2 is high, without constraints
the increase in shortwave CRE cannot be attributed to only
aerosol. Furthermore, from this estimate, no information is
made known on how the sensitivity varies regionally, how
cloud processes affect the AIE, or whether particular cloud
states may be influenced more strongly by aerosol than oth-
ers.
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Figure 1. The sensitivity of CRE to aerosol (λ0 from Eq. 4) found
globally from the mean SW CRE for each ln(AI) bin (blue dots)
without constraints on the environment, cloud state, or region. The
red lines represent the standard deviation within each bin of ln(AI).

3.2 Sensitivity to cloud state

The original description of the albedo effect by Twomey
(1977) specified holding the LWP of the cloud constant. Fol-
lowing Twomey’s original hypothesis, when warm clouds are
separated by LWP into cloud states, it is clear that cloud mor-
phology plays a role in modulating the magnitude of the sen-
sitivity (Fig. 2). The total weighted, summed sensitivity is
−13.12 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1 for seven cloud states. From Fig. 2,
the lowest cloud states are less sensitive to aerosol, with
a steep increase at ∼ 0.8 kg m−2. The sensitivity increases
with LWP, peaking for LWPs between 0.1 and 0.15 kg m−2.
Beyond 0.15 kg m−2, the trend reverses and the sensitivity
decreases with LWP, consistent with the fact that thicker
clouds are already bright and less susceptible to aerosol-
induced changes (Fan et al., 2016). The nonlinear relation-
ship, along with the known covariance between LWP and the
AIE, makes it a vital component of the regime framework
proposed here (Feingold, 2003). Constraints on LWP limit
these influences (Feingold, 2003).

The key to implementing appropriately stringent regime
constraints is to determine the minimum number of cloud
states required to adequately capture LWP modulation of the
total sensitivity. We will be using seven cloud states through-
out our global analysis as this appears to capture the impact
cloud state exerts on the sensitivity while permitting ample
sampling for further division of observations throughout en-
vironmental regimes. The number of cloud states are steadily
increased from 3 to 7 then to 11 then to 23 partitions to fol-
low a progressive increase in the number of bin limits from
4 to 8 then to 12 then to 24, respectively. Overall, λLWP ex-
hibits a similar trend regardless of partitioning. The peak sen-
sitivity for all cloud states is around 0.1 kg m−2. The curve
of the sensitivity and the behavior of thicker clouds is not

well captured using only three LWP bins. The use of seven
cloud states, on the other hand, reproduces the behavior of
thicker clouds and guarantees a large number of samples
within each cloud state appropriate for a linear regression,
especially when later partitioning by additional influences.

3.3 Sensitivity within environmental regimes

Even when separated into cloud states, aerosol impacts on
warm clouds can be strongly modulated by the local envi-
ronment. To account for the local meteorology, warm clouds
are separated into 100 environmental regimes defined ac-
cording to the local stability and free tropospheric humid-
ity at the time they were observed (Fig. 3). This approach
is similar to that employed by Chen et al. (2014). Within
each EIS and RH700 regime, CERES shortwave CRE is lin-
early regressed against ln(AI). The processes and resulting
response are modified by the local meteorology, indicated by
the change in sensitivity for different environmental regimes.
Unstable environments exhibit almost no variation in sen-
sitivity, varying by only ∼ 1 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1, while stable
regimes can vary by > 10 (Wm−2 ln(AI)−1). The moisture
content of free atmosphere influences the sensitivities in sta-
ble regimes more than unstable regimes with a clear divide
at EIS = 1 K. The highest sensitivity is observed in sta-
ble regimes (EIS> 5.0 K) with a moderately dry free at-
mosphere (Fig. 3). The most sensitive warm clouds reside
in environments with a moderately dry relative humidity of
around 27 % for an extended range of stabilities from 5 to
10 K. Warming effects (positive sensitivities) are observed in
unstable, dry environments. A warming, or reverse Twomey,
effect has been noted to occur by others investigating the
AIE (Chen et al., 2012, 2014). Consistent with these results,
Christensen and Stephens (2011) found that up to one-third
of ship-tracks, occurring in primarily unstable regions, are
darker than their surroundings owing to their thermodynamic
feedbacks. The weighted global sensitivity calculated using
Eq. (7) is −11.0 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1 when the influence of the
environment is accounted for (Fig. 3).

The number of partitions must be narrow enough to sepa-
rate the various degrees of buffering by the local meteorology
and yet allow an ample number of observations per environ-
mental regime when calculating the constrained sensitivities.
To determine an optimal resolution for this dataset, the dis-
tribution of observations and sensitivity are separated into 5,
10, and 15 EIS and RH700 partitions representing 25, 100,
and 225 environmental states, respectively (Figs. 4, 5). The
distribution of observations among environmental regimes
varies smoothly with resolution (Fig. 5). The minimum num-
ber of samples decreases from 35 532 to 2707 then to 757
when the resolution increases from 25 regimes to 100 then
to 225, respectively. The mirror pattern is likely the result of
the EIS in part having a slight dependence on RH700, as the
RH700 can alter the height of the 700 mb level needed to cal-
culate EIS. This does not impact results as this dependence is
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Figure 2. Values of the sensitivity of CRE to aerosol (λLWP from Eq. 5) for different resolutions of cloud state regimes. The weighted,
summed λLWP is −13.12 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1 with eight partitions. Plots of warm cloud shortwave CRE against ln(AI) are shown below for
(b) thin (0.04 to 0.06 kg m−2) and (c) thick (0.1 to 0.15 kg m−2) cloud states. The red lines represent the standard deviation within each
ln(AI) bin and the blue dots represent the mean SW CRE for each ln(AI) bin in plots (b) and (c).

accounted for by environmental regimes. The moistest, most
unstable and the driest, most stable environmental regimes
always have the largest number of observations. Moist, un-
stable regimes are likely comprised of trade cumulus or other
pre-convective cloud types in regions like the Intertropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Dry, stable regimes are likely
comprised of marine stratocumulus cloud decks off the west
coast of continents.

The total sensitivity decreases as the resolution increases,
from −11.29 to −11.04 then to −10.99 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1

(Fig. 4). The five by five framework degrades the smoothness
in λENV with respect to the different environmental states.
The difference between the 10 by 10 and 15 by 15 estimates
of sensitivity indicate that an increase in resolution after 10
partitions will lead to very little change in the overall sensi-
tivity. However, an increased resolution decreases the num-

ber of clouds in all environmental regimes, which will be vi-
tal when the environmental regimes are further distributed
among cloud states. The use of 100 regimes in analysis is ap-
propriate to ensure proper distribution among all cloud states.

3.4 Accounting for cloud and environmental states

The preceding sections clearly demonstrate the importance
of controlling for meteorological and cloud state dependen-
cies when evaluating the sensitivity of cloud radiative ef-
fects to aerosol; however, it is time to revise our framework
to include both sets of constraints. Here we define three-
dimensional regimes that hold LWP approximately constant
while also constraining the local meteorology (Fig. 6). The
sensitivities estimated for each of the 700 resulting regimes
are shown in Fig. 6. The lowest LWP cloud states show a
comparatively damped maximum sensitivity than the thicker
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Figure 3. The sensitivity of CRE to aerosol (λENV) from Eq. (7) evaluated with constraints on the environment. When weighted and summed
following Eq. (7), λENV is −11.0 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1. Plots of the individual regimes from an unstable (∼ 1 K), dry environment (< 10 %
RH700) (b) and stable (∼ 6 K), moist environment (> 30 % RH700) (c), where the red lines represent the standard deviation of the SW CRE
within each ln(AI) bin and the blue dots represent the mean SW CRE for each ln(AI) bin.

cloud states. Higher LWP clouds exhibit an increasing max-
imum λBOTH. The variation in magnitude between cloud
states within the same environmental regimes confirms that
LWP exerts a strong control in modulating the magnitude of
the response and must be held constant when estimating the
AIE. Mixing different cloud states in Fig. 3 likely conflates
differing signals, inaccurately representing the sensitivity in
the most populous environmental regimes.

Again, the constrained sensitivities show distinct evidence
of a darkening effect where thin clouds in the driest, most
unstable environments exhibit a warming, or darkening, re-
sponse to aerosol loading. Within the environmental regimes
that exhibit a darkening effect, the magnitude is strongly
modulated by LWP, suggesting that both the expected (cool-
ing) and opposite (warming) responses depend on LWP,
RH700, and EIS. As LWP increases, a warming λBOTH favors
increasingly moist, stable environments.

The summed and weighted sensitivity with constraints on
both LWP and meteorology is −10.6 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1. Over-
all, the largest sensitivity is seen in stable, moderately dry en-
vironments (Fig. 6h). These environments are ∼ 7 K of sta-
bility and ∼ 30 % RH700 independent of LWP. Their large
sensitivity is due in part to their prominence, as most marine
stratocumulus cloud decks occur in stable environments with
a dry free troposphere. The weakest sensitivity occurs in un-
stable, dry regimes and stable, moist regimes. While these
environmental conditions and cloud states are less common,
discerning global warming signal with stringent constraints
is significant.

These results also suggest that AIE is overestimated in ap-
proaches that do not hold the LWP approximately constant.
When summed and weighted by frequency of occurrence,
over almost all environmental regimes, constraining LWP
dampens the sensitivity (Fig. 6). The difference between the
LWP-constrained and only environmentally constrained sen-
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Figure 4. The sensitivity of the warm cloud CRE to aerosol (λENV) found using Eq. (7) for environmental frameworks of (a) 25
(−11.29 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1), (b) 100 (−11.0 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1), and (c) 225 (−10.99 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1) regimes of EIS and RH700.

Figure 5. Frequency of clouds partitioned into (a) 25, (b) 100, and (c) 225 environmental regimes of EIS and RH700.

sitivities reveals the strong dependence of cloud response
on stability, RH700, and LWP. In very few unstable environ-
ments, LWP constraints act to amplify the response. This ef-
fect is only observed in the most moist and unstable or dry,
stable states that have a high density of observations. LWP
constrains in these regimes pulls out otherwise obstructed or
buffered signals.

To assess the effect of the resolution used to define envi-
ronmental states when LWP constraints are added, Fig. 6h
is replicated using 25, 100, and 225 environmental states
(Fig. 7). Sensitivity estimates are less varied (relative to
Fig. 3) when both the local meteorology and LWP are con-
strained, indicating that holding LWP fixed is essential re-
gardless of the number of partitions of EIS and RH700. The
inclusion of LWP, however, places increasingly restrictive
demands on sampling volumes since each environmental
regime must be sufficiently populated enough to allow robust
sensitivities to be derived within a majority of cloud state par-
titions.

3.5 Sensitivity on regional scales

None of the results presented thus far have considered
regional-scale variability. To account for local processes and
systematic differences in aerosol (e.g., composition, size,
source) not captured by the bulk global metrics above, the
cloud state and environmental regime framework is applied

to 15◦ grid boxes from 60◦ S to 60◦ N. Regional variations
in cloud sensitivity with a varying number of constraints on
local meteorology and cloud state are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
In the absence of constraints (Fig. 8a), the sensitivity exhibits
larger variations in magnitude and sign than when cloud, en-
vironmental, or cloud and environmental constraints are in
place (Fig. 9b and c). The unconstrained map (Fig. 8a) varies
from −0.53 to 0.77 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1 compared the most con-
strained map where the sensitivity of warm cloud CRE to
aerosol varies only from −0.11 to 0.46 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1. In
fact, without controlling for covarying influences of stability,
entrainment, and cloud morphology, vast regions of predom-
inantly trade cumulus clouds exhibit a darkening that reduces
the globally integrated warm cloud AIE.

With constraints on only cloud state, the sensitivity shows
greater variation in magnitude and sign than any other case
(Fig. 8b). The tropics show an extreme darkening signal,
much greater than the unconstrained case. The darkening
likely occurs in the lowest, thinnest cloud state regimes and
may be due to evaporation. The maximum cooling sensitiv-
ity occurs in the southern oceans at a much larger magni-
tude than the unconstrained case. These signals are likely
inflated since covarying meteorological factors are not fully
constrained. While limiting the effects of cloud morphology
on buffering and covariance is necessary, it is not sufficient
for accurately resolving global AIE.
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Figure 6. The sensitivity of CRE to aerosol (λBOTH) found with constraints on stability, RH700, and cloud state limits
of (a) 0.02 to 0.04 kg m−2 (−3.7 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1), (b) 0.04 to 0.06 kg m−2 (−2.2 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1), (c) 0.06 to 0.08 kg m−2

(−1.4 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1), (d) 0.08 to 0.1 kg m−2 (−1.Wm−2 ln(AI)−1), (e) 0.1 to 0.15 kg m−2 (−1.5 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1), (f) 0.15 to
0.2 kg m−2 (−0.5 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1), and (g) 0.2 to 0.4 kg m−2 (−0.4 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1). Panel (h) is the summed, weighted sensitivity λBOTH
within each environmental regime. The weighted, summed sensitivity is −10.6 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1 (sum of panel h). Note that the color bar for
panel (h) is adjusted due to weighting.
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Figure 7. The sensitivities of CRE to aerosol from Eq.( 9) within environmental regime resolutions of (a) 5 by 5 (−10.8 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1),
(b) 10 by 10 (−10.6 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1), and (c) 15 by 15 (−10.6 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1) summed over all cloud states. Unlike all previous sensitivity
estimates, these are weighted by occurrence.

When constrained by local meteorological conditions
alone (Fig. 8c), the sensitivity is damped in all regions.
The Southern Ocean no longer dominates the global AIE,
instead the maximum effect is seen in the North Atlantic.
The warming sensitivities, or darkening, that were preva-
lent in the equatorial region are significantly decreased, re-
placed by large regions of no sensitivity. Clouds can be dis-
tributed among different LWP regimes, with differing sensi-
tivities, that cumulatively cancel each other out even in simi-
lar environmental conditions. The environmental framework
only controls for meteorological covariability, but cloud state
plays a large role in modulating the sign and magnitude of ef-
fect.

The inclusion of cloud state through LWP into the regime
framework is vital to adhere to the original theories of
Twomey (1977) and Albrecht (1989). Both assumed the
LWP to be held constant; however, this cannot be true of
observation-based estimates of the AIE unless the LWP is
explicitly limited to be approximately constant. As seen in
Fig. 8b, limits on LWP alone are not stringent enough to
elucidate the true AIE and tend to artificially enhance sen-
sitivities. The buffering effects of the environment and local
modulating factors must also be accounted for.

Including both cloud and environmental regimes limits the
covariance between aerosol, stability, cloud state, and en-
trainment on cloud radiative properties (Fig. 9). This likely
captures the true regional variation in the response of CRE
to aerosol more accurately than any of the other regional es-
timates. The areas of strongest and weakest sensitivities ex-
hibit coherent patterns that tend to align with distinct cloud
and aerosol types. The largest sensitivities are observed in
the southern subtropical oceans. Warm clouds off the coast
of California exhibit a larger sensitivity with minimal con-
straints, i.e., with only cloud state or environmental con-
straints. The equatorial region shows a slight warming to no
effect. This is likely the region contributing to the darken-
ing seen in the global regime framework for unstable, dry re-
gions (Fig. 6h). The resulting global weighted mean sensitiv-
ity derived from Eq. (11) is likely representative of the com-

Table 1. Warm cloud shortwave radiative sensitivity to aerosol esti-
mates with varying degrees of constraints in Wm−2 ln(AI)−1.

No constraints (λ) −12.81
Cloud state constraints (λLWP) −13.12
Environmental constraints (λENV) −11.0
Cloud and environmental (λBOTH) −10.6
Constraints
Cloud and environmental (λALL) −10.13
Constraints regionally

plete spectrum of global shortwave warm cloud responses to
aerosol.

4 Discussion

The sample regressions shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 illustrate
the ability of constraints to reduce the variance of the obser-
vations. These constraints translate into a range of global sen-
sitivity estimates. As constraints are applied, the sensitivity
decreases from−12.81 to−10.6 to−10.13 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1.
The decrease in total sensitivity reveals the need to con-
strain LWP. Holding only cloud state constant can ex-
acerbate the signal due to mixed meteorologies, but the
first-order dependence of CRE on LWP requires it to be
held constant. When these are applied regionally, local sig-
nals are preserved, allowing the closest to true estimate
of −10.13 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1. This estimate is only possible
through the power of sampling provided by 1.8 million satel-
lite observations partitioned among 700 regimes, or 15 200
when further partitioned on a regional basis to represent
local-scale processes.

In theory, partial derivatives, such as ∂CRE
∂ln(AI) , assume other

variables are held constant. The folly in treating warm clouds
as only a function of aerosol is evident in Fig. 8, where re-
gionally the sensitivity of the warm cloud CRE to aerosol
changes with the constraints in place, even “homogeneous”
marine stratocumulus cloud deck regions. Vast areas of dark-
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Figure 8. The sensitivity of CRE to aerosol evaluated regionally
with (a) no regime constraints, (b) only cloud state constraints, and
(c) only environmental constraints for each 15◦ by 15◦ region. Total
sensitivities are (a)−11.8, (b)−28.5, and (c)−13.8 when weighted
by occurrence Wm−2 ln(AI)−1.

ening effects are substantially moderated when the local me-
teorology and LWP are explicitly considered (Chen et al.,
2012). These regional reversals of sensitivity to aerosols
demonstrate regime-specific responses on a regional basis.
In particular, LWP may play a large role in determining if a
cloud brightens or darkens as a result of aerosol loading.

Partitioning by regime identifies environments and cloud
states that buffer, amplify, or diminish cooling. Buffering can
involve any number of meteorological processes that lead
to an altered response (Turner et al., 2007). For example,

Figure 9. The sensitivity of CRE to aerosol (λALL) found on a re-
gional basis with cloud state and environmental regime constraints.
The total regime weighted, global warm cloud sensitivity to aerosol
perturbations is −10.13 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1.

the local meteorology, especially RH700, can work to in-
hibit or invigorate the cloud’s response to aerosol (Lu and
Seinfeld, 2005; Ackerman et al., 2004). Instilling limits on
RH700 should decrease any covariance between the lifetime
effect and RH700 that could arise due to entrainment’s role
in cloud breakup (Kubar et al., 2015). Entrainment of drier
air will force evaporation, decreasing particle size, while en-
trainment of moister air could have no effect or a reverse ef-
fect, increasing the number of CCN within the cloud.

Unstable regimes may act as a buffer to cloud brightening,
evident when global observations are partitioned by EIS and
RH700 (Fig. 6h). Unstable regimes contain pre-convective
clouds (Nishant and Sherwood, 2017). Shallow cumuli, a
common pre-convective cloud type found in the equatorial
trade regions, are not likely to undergo the same reaction to
aerosol loading as stable warm clouds like marine stratocu-
mulus. Unstable conditions lead to strong vertical mixing and
a reduced aerosol sensitivity, as activation favors strong ver-
tical mixing in a stable environment (Cheng et al., 2017).
Turbulence and vertical velocity can alter the structure of a
cloud, which is especially crucial in extremely thin clouds,
where a redistribution of liquid water may potentially in-
crease the likelihood of evaporation. Instability may alter the
evaporation–entrainment feedback of the cloud, resulting in
little to no brightening of the cloud and a severely reduced
sensitivity, the result of forced evaporation reducing particle
size. A reduced particle size would affect the lifetime of the
cloud as well as the cloud albedo, reducing the sensitivity of
the warm cloud radiative effect to aerosol loading as seen in
our results for some unstable, dry regions (Jiang et al., 2006).
The most unstable regimes in both Figs. 4 and 6h display the
smallest sensitivities, which may be due to in-cloud turbu-
lence decreasing the activation efficiency of the aerosol.

Without controls on the local meteorology, signals like
those seen off the coast of South America, a large negative
effect dominating the tropical region, may be due in part to
the instability of the region and not truly reflect cloud sensi-
tivity to aerosol loading (Fig. 8). In the equatorial Atlantic off
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the coast of Africa, the strong decrease in CRE with respect
to aerosol may not be the result of aerosol loading but that
of surface winds decreasing cloud cover (Tubul et al., 2015).
Surface winds were not included in analysis because the de-
pendence of the warm cloud radiative response to aerosols
depends most on LWP, RH700, and stability, with only some
regions showing a dependence on surface winds in our initial
analysis. In the tropics, the warming sensitivity may be me-
teorologically driven by increased frequency of trade cumuli
and pre-convective clouds as stability decreases. These pos-
itive, unconstrained sensitivities are damped with environ-
mental regime constraints (Fig. 8b and c); however, darken-
ing regions still appear in the fully constrained map (Fig. 9),
demonstrating that a substantial population of warm clouds
display a true, aerosol-driven darkening effect.

The role of cloud state constraints is to hold LWP approx-
imately constant. The sensitivity to aerosol depends strongly
on LWP, consistent with Wood (2012) and Ackerman et al.
(2004). This relationship between LWP and aerosol–cloud–
radiation interactions must be parameterized in models in
order to constrain covarying effects and models must accu-
rately simulate LWP in order to faithfully represent the cloud
response (Quaas et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011). Model pa-
rameterizations have improved the representation of warm
cloud moisture fluxes, which strongly control low cloud vari-
ance, but confidence in any AIE estimates depends on cloud
parameterizations continuing to improve (Guo et al., 2014).

The environmental and cloud state regimes work to limit
the covarying effects on sensitivity estimates. On both global
and regional scales, the environmental constraints reveal
regime-specific responses (Figs. 3, 8) that allow the sepa-
ration of conditions that lead to a buffered response that
is especially evident in the tropical regions that undergo a
sign change when meteorological constraints are in place
(Fig. 8) (Mülmenstädt and Feingold, 2018). In the equato-
rial regions, controlling for the local meteorology (Fig. 8c)
reduces both the sensitivity and the reverse Twomey effect
compared to both the unconstrained (Fig. 8a) and cloud state
constrained (Fig. 8b) estimates. In regions that exhibit strong
cloud darkening effects, a deepening boundary layer, with
decreasing stability, decouple warm clouds like marine stra-
tocumulus from the surface, fostering cloud break up and,
in turn, decreasing the cloud fraction and associated CRE
of the scene. The negative sensitivities seen in the uncon-
strained data of Fig. 8a are likely a result of this process,
which happens simultaneously with a reduced stability and
epitomize how a single linear regression of warm cloud CRE
against ln(AI) can capture meteorological effects when un-
constrained (Wyant et al., 1997).

Although not explicitly controlled for, partitioning by
LWP should also somewhat limit the effects of precipitation.
Clouds with less than 0.15 kg m−2 rarely precipitate, there-
fore enforcing a LWP limit at 0.15 kg m−2 delineates pos-
sibly precipitating from non-precipitating clouds (L’Ecuyer
et al., 2009). If precipitation does modulate aerosol–cloud in-

teractions, the influence would only be observed in the high-
est LWP cloud state regimes. This is not to say precipitation
is not important to aerosol–cloud interactions. In principle
the regime framework presented here must be adapted to sub-
set scenes according to the presence of precipitation, but that
is not the focus of our study.

5 Conclusions

Explicitly sorting satellite data by liquid water path, stability,
and entrainment places increasingly stronger constraints on
the partial derivative of CRE against ln(AI). This is shown
to limit covariance between aerosol–cloud–radiation interac-
tions and the environment and cloud state. In the absence of
such constraints, buffering or modulation of the response by
local meteorology obfuscates estimates of the AIE (Stevens,
2007). By filtering abundant satellite observations accord-
ing to the stability and relative humidity of the free atmo-
sphere and cloud liquid water path, the local meteorology
and cloud morphology are held approximately constant, min-
imizing the chance of misinterpreting covarying of meteorol-
ogy and cloud morphology as aerosol effects when regress-
ing CRE against AI (Gryspeerdt et al., 2014). These environ-
mental drivers are known to influence cloud extent and radia-
tive effect, and with constraints, through the use of regimes,
we can better attribute changes in the CRE to aerosol (Turner
et al., 2007). Our results suggest that without constraints,
the global mean AIE can be overestimated by as much as
40 % and regional variations can be artificially enhanced by
as much as a factor of 2.

With environmental and cloud state constraints in place on
a regional basis (Fig. 9), strong, regionally specific cloud re-
sponses are identified and confidently attributed to aerosols.
Clouds in the southern subtropical oceans, such as marine
stratocumulus, exhibit the largest sensitivity to aerosol. Trade
cumuli in the equatorial region show a much smaller, al-
most negligible signal comparatively. In the northern oceans,
warm cloud decks from midlatitude cyclones through the
North Atlantic interact with North American and European
emissions, leading to a cooling effect.

Interestingly, even after cloud state and meteorology are
controlled, the analysis still reveals coherent regions of
aerosol-forced cloud darkening effect (Figs. 6h, 9). This ag-
gregate dimming, or reverse Twomey, effect occurs in 15 %
of the regions studied and appears to be a robust character-
istic of low LWP clouds in unstable, dry environments. This
is similar to other observation-based studies that found the
same dimming effect in ∼ 20 % of warm clouds (Chen et al.,
2012). Our study suggests such clouds are sufficiently abun-
dant to consistently yield a net warming sensitivity over a
substantial, coherent, region of the globe. Models must be
able to recreate warm cloud responses, including a dimming
effect, if they are to accurately simulate global aerosol indi-
rect effects.
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Both on a regional and global scale, constraints reduce
covariance of sensitivity estimates (Gryspeerdt and Stier,
2012). With constraints, the sensitivity can range from
0.46 to −0.11 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1 on a regional scale (Fig. 9),
while without constraints the range increases from 0.77 to
−0.52 Wm−2 ln(AI)−1 (Fig. 8a), signaling covarying influ-
ences and buffering by the cloud, distort the signal on even a
regional scale. Future regime classifications should prescribe
precipitation limits to further separate the effects of aerosol–
cloud–precipitation interactions, which are especially impor-
tant to the cloud lifetime effect, where precipitation suppres-
sion leads to a larger cloud extent and lifetime.
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